Effect of splenic artery embolization for splenic artery steal syndrome in liver transplant recipients: estimation at computed tomography based on changes in caliber of related arteries.
To estimate the effect of splenic artery embolization (SAE) on blood flow in orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) recipients with splenic artery steal syndrome (SASS) based on changes in caliber of related arteries upon serial computed tomography (CT) scans. Between 2004 and 2007, nine OLT recipients with SASS underwent SAE. They had CT scans before and after SAE: short-, mid-, and long-term, ie, approximately 1 week, 1 month, and 1 year, respectively. The diameters of the celiac axis (CA), common hepatic artery (CHA), and splenic artery (SA) were measured with arterial phase of each CT scan and the ratios of SA to CHA diameter (SA/CHA) calculated to analyze their changes during the follow-up period. The diameters of celiac axis, CHA, and SA and SA/CHA changed most rapidly during the short-term period. The CHA diameter significantly increased short-term post-SAE by CT and slightly decreased thereafter. However, the mid-term and long-term post-SAE CT values were still significantly greater than those on the pre-SAE CT. The SA diameter steadily decreased throughout the follow-up. The SA/CHA decreased until the mid-term. The SA diameter and SA/CHA were significantly smaller upon mid-term and long-term post-SAE CT compared with those at pre-SAE CT. The effect of SAE to improve hepatic arterial flow in OLT recipients with SASS might be expected for at least approximately one year. The effect maximally occurred during the short-term after SAE on the basis of changes in the caliber of related arteries upon CT.